
SUPERAnews #07
Dear readers, since our project will officially end on 31/5, you are

about to read the last newsletter issue sent within SUPERA.  

As a Consortium, we are proud of our efforts and achievements in

supporting gender+ equality in our institutions, and, at the same time,

we can’t wait to explore future opportunities to continue our work.  

Thank you so much for you interest in our project &  stay tuned for

more!

Enjoy your reading!
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What comes next? Sustainability of structural
change for gender equality after SUPERA
By María Bustelo, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, SUPERA

Coordinator  

SUPERA is finally coming to an end, after four years of being working

together. It seems quite far away now those days in early June of 2018 of

the kick-off meeting. As I said in the opening of our Final Conference in

Madrid last March 25th: looking back now, what four years! [read more]

https://superaproject.us19.list-manage.com/track/click?u=dd3196b3733a6c7168bc10755&id=f3f9666203&e=27de3a1759


From training the trainers to training the
community: the experience at CES-UC 
By Cláudia Araújo, Universidade de Coimbra 

Throughout the duration of SUPERA, all Consortium members devoted

significant efforts to training and capacity building, as, from the

beginning, our project was about improvement: improving our institutions,

improving the wellbeing of our communities, but also improving

ourselves, as academics and as human beings. [read more]
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Feminist project management in Covid-19
crisis
By Paula de Dios Ruiz, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, SUPERA

project manager 

One of the main challenges of the SUPERA project has been grappling

with Covid-19 crisis. At the beginning of the project, we were planning to

implement several activities with the conviction that face to face

discussions were crucial to change mindsets and policies. Suddenly, in

March 2020 the Covid-19 crisis led to emptiness of campuses and the

imminent shift toward remote work. [read more]
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How do we deal with resistances to structural
change in gender equality in higher education?
By Lucy Ferguson, Yellow Window 

The toolkit "Resistances to Structural Change in Research and

Innovation" draws on the collaborative efforts of a range of H2020

structural change projects – particularly SUPERA, GE Academy,

Gender-SMART and GEARING-Roles – incorporating the reflections

from several workshops on dealing with resistances. [read more]
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Engaging with external stakeholders and
innovation ecosystems to foster institutional
change: online the webinar proceedings

This webinar aimed at presenting the experiences of working with

external stakeholders and the innovation ecosystem while

implementing a Gender Equality Plan. Capitalising on the knowledge

gained from our sister projects, it presented the benefits of this

collaborative approach, which could be structurally built into the

GEPs process to foster institutional change. [read more]
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Inspiring gender equality: the new institutional
videos are out!

After a huge collective selection and editing effort, we identified some

of the most inspiring practices developed during the 4 years of

SUPERA, and collected them in a new institutional video, together

with selected highlights of the values and methodology that inspired

our approach. [read more]
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Mutual learning & exchange between RFOs to
foster institutional change: recording and
presentations available

The last SUPERA RFO webinar took place on 21/4 as a facilitated

exchange between less advanced and advanced organisations:

while the first posed questions related to setting up and implementing

a GEP, the second tried to address the questions, presenting their

experience. [read more]
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